SECOND YEAR REQUIRED BOOK LIST
2014-2015

Fall 2014 –

BMS 6000 (effective Spring 2014) – Fundamentals of Clinical Medicine OMFS students only – Dr. Hagen

Required Text:
BATES’ GUIDE TO PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AND HISTORY TAKING, Author: LYNN S. BICKLEY, ISBN: 9781609137625, Publisher: LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS Copyright: 2013, 11th

BMS 6813 – Introduction to Clinical Medicine 3 – Dr. Ashleigh Wright

Required textbooks:


BATES’ GUIDE TO PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AND HISTORY TAKING, Author: LYNN S. BICKLEY, ISBN: 9781609137625 Publisher: LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS Copyright: 2013, 11th

Title: VISIBLE HUMAN DISSECTOR FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION, Author: TOLTECH Publisher: TOLTECH Cover: N/A This text is required
(Note: for Students and Vendors: The Visible Human can be purchased from TOLTech. 2-year subscription ($119.00) that includes library of clinical and imaging (axials,sagittals, and coronals) content with product upgrades during the 2 years.)


Recommended textbooks:
HUMAN ANATOMY, MANUAL OF HUMAN DISSECTION, Author: KYLE RAREY ISBN: 9781885966001, Publisher: DxR Development Group, Edition: 1

Updated 11/14/2013
BMS 6021 (effective Spring 2014) – Pain and Addiction Health – Drs. Brian Fuehrlein and Robert Hurley
There is no required text

BCC 6173 - Community Physician Preceptorship - Dr. Rubin
There is no required text

BMS 6020 - Clinical Neuroscience - Dr. Ritz
Recommended textbooks:

  (Chapters provided as PDFs in StudyCore.)

BMS 6634 - Gastroenterology and Hepatology – Dr. Winter
Required textbooks:


**NOTE:** Older editions of these textbooks should not be used: there are substantial differences between the most recent editions of these textbooks and previous editions. The student must ask themselves: “Would I ever knowingly treat a patient based upon information that is outdated?”

---

**Spring 2015 –**

Crse# TBD - Introduction to Clinical Medicine 4 – Dr. Ashleigh Wright
Required textbooks:

BMS BMS 6635 – Dermatology and the Musculoskeletal System – Dr. Winter
Required textbooks:
NOTE: Older editions of these textbooks should not be used; there are substantial differences between the most recent editions of these textbooks and previous editions. The student must ask themselves: “Would I even knowingly treat a patient based upon information that is outdated?”

BMS 6631 - Hematology – Dr. Winter
Required textbooks:

Updated 11/14/2013

NOTE: Older editions of these textbooks should not be used: there are substantial differences between the most recent editions of these textbooks and previous editions. The student must ask themselves: “Would I ever knowingly treat a patient based upon information that is outdated?”

BMS 6632 – Endocrinology and Reproduction – Dr. Duff

Recommended textbooks: